September 22, 2004

ACTION REQUIRED

TO THE SUPERINTENDENT/ADMINISTRATOR ADDRESSED:
SUBJECT: Second Shipment of Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System Score Reports and No
Child Left Behind (NCLB) Reporting Requirements for Title III, Part A
The purpose of this letter is to inform you of the district and campus Texas English Language Proficiency
Assessment System (TELPAS) summary reports you will receive shortly and to advise you that districts will be
required by NCLB to provide public notice of these results as explained on page 2 of this letter.
As stated in the letter dated August 20, 2004, from Susan Barnes, Associate Commissioner for Standards and
Programs, districts will receive the second shipment of TELPAS score reports by October 1, 2004. This shipment will
include district and campus summary reports of the English language proficiency ratings of limited English proficient
(LEP) students for the 2002-03 and 2003-04 school years. The attached document titled TELPAS 2004 Sample
Reports and Interpretive Guide, which was enclosed with the August 20 letter, has been updated to provide an
explanation of the summary reports.
The TELPAS English language proficiency ratings for school years 2002-03 and 2003-04 are based on the Reading
Proficiency Tests in English (RPTE) and Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) Reading/English
Language Arts performance of students in grades 3-12. Beginning with the spring 2005 test administrations, RPTE
and the Texas English Language Proficiency Observation Protocols (OPs) will be the basis for reporting the TELPAS
English language proficiency ratings of LEP students in kindergarten through grade 12.
Title III, Part A of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 requires that Title III-funded districts and the state meet
annual measurable achievement objectives (AMAOs) designed to increase the percentages of LEP students who
(1) make progress in learning English and (2) attain English proficiency. The Texas Education Agency (TEA) has
been in negotiations with the U.S. Department of Education (USDE) since the fall of 2003 regarding the development
of AMAOs that will effectively measure gains in these areas. TEA staff plans to conduct stakeholder meetings this fall
to finalize the annual measurable achievement objectives. Our goals are for the AMAO accountability measures to:


be easy to understand and make sense to Texas practitioners and parents;



set rigorous, yet achievable annual performance targets;



take into account the length of time second language learners have been in U.S. schools;



lead naturally to a focus on improved instruction;



minimize unintended consequences related to identifying, serving, and exiting LEP students; and



provide accurate indications of the extent to which the state, districts, and campuses are improving
language instructional services.

We believe it is important to provide school districts with adequate notice of performance measures for which they
will be held accountable. As such, once the Texas AMAOs are approved by the USDE, TEA staff will notify you of the
AMAO performance targets and encourage you to examine your 2002-03 and 2003-04 TELPAS results against the

new targets. We plan to fully implement this important new federal accountability measure using the spring 2005
TELPAS results.
State Reporting Requirements for Assessments Administered in 2003 and 2004
In the federal biennial evaluation report for the 2002-03 and 2003-04 school years, TEA will report (1) the percent of
Texas LEP students who made at least one proficiency level of progress from the spring of 2003 to the spring of
2004, and (2) the percent who attained an advanced high level of English reading proficiency in the 2002-03 school
year and the 2003-04 school year. The TELPAS summary reports in the October 1 shipment provide this information
at the district and campus level.
Local Reporting Requirements for Assessments Administered in 2003 and 2004
All districts are required to provide public notice of their TELPAS results to their local board of trustees by January
28, 2005. This notice must include the district-level performance of LEP students by grade cluster (grades 3-5, 6-8,
9-12) as follows:
(1) the number and percent of LEP students who made at least one proficiency level of progress in
English reading proficiency from the spring of 2003 to the spring of 2004, and
(2) the percent of LEP students who attained an advanced high level of English reading proficiency out of
the total number of students rated each year in the spring of 2003 and in the spring of 2004.
The sample TELPAS summary report on page 10 of the attached document highlights these progress and attainment
outcomes. The public notice must include appropriate interpretations of the data and may, of course, include
additional grade level and demographic breakout information. As a step toward implementation of federal AMAO
accountability relative to English language proficiency, Title III-funded districts must also inform the local board of
trustees of the Title III AMAO accountability requirements and consequences delineated in federal law. In addition,
Title III-funded districts must notify the local board of trustees of the state’s plans to implement AMAO accountability
using the 2005 TELPAS results from RPTE and the observation protocols.
Local Reporting Requirements for Assessments Administered in 2005
In accordance with Title III of NCLB, once the AMAO measures are implemented, Title III-funded districts who fail to
meet the performance targets for progress and attainment will be required to inform parents of such failure within 30
days of notification by the state. TEA staff will provide more detailed information regarding the implementation
timeline for these requirements when discussions with the USDE are complete and the AMAOs are finalized.
Questions about the No Child Left Behind reporting requirements should be directed to the TEA Division of No Child
Left Behind Program Coordination at (512) 463-9374. Questions about the assessments and score reports should be
directed to the TEA Student Assessment Division at (512) 463-9536.
Sincerely,

Robert Scott
Chief Deputy Commissioner
cc:

ESC executive director
ESC and district test coordinator and bilingual/ESL coordinator

Attachment

TEXAS ENGLISH LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
(TELPAS)
2004 Sample Reports
and
Interpretive Guide

This guide includes samples of the TELPAS reports contained in both the
September 3, 2004, and October 1, 2004, shipments.
To access this guide on the TEA website, go to www.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment
and select “TELPAS Interpretive Guide” in the A to Z directory.

TELPAS Confidential Student Report
A TELPAS Confidential Student Report is provided for each LEP student for whom
an observation protocol (OP) rating document was submitted. This report
indicates the student’s English language proficiency ratings for the four language
domains assessed and the assessments that were used (OP, RPTE, TAKS) to
determine the ratings. Districts may use this report to meet Title III requirements
for notifying parents within 30 days of the start of the school year of their
children’s annual progress in English language proficiency. Information on this
report is printed in both English and Spanish.

A. Identification Information
Identification information shown at the top of the report includes the student name, student identification
number (as used for PEIMS), birth date, district number and name, class group, local student ID (if used),
campus number and name, and report date. At the top left corner, the grade of the student is shown.
B. Skill Areas
This column lists the four skill areas (language domains) assessed: listening, speaking, reading, and
writing.
C. Proficiency Ratings
This column indicates the English language proficiency rating the student received—
Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced, or Advanced High—in each skill area. Brief definitions
of these ratings are provided on the report. Detailed descriptions of the English-language
abilities associated with these ratings are included on pages 14–19 of the OP Rater
Administration Manual for spring 2004, which may be accessed from the TEA website at
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment/admin/obsprot/ra_manual.pdf.
D. Assessments
This column indicates for each skill area the assessment (OP, RPTE, or TAKS*) used to determine the
student’s proficiency rating. OP benchmark results were used to determine the K–12 listening, speaking,
and writing ratings as well as the K–2 reading ratings. For Grades 3–12 reading, the proficiency rating was
determined from RPTE (beginning, intermediate, and advanced rating) or TAKS reading/ELA (advanced
high rating only; English version only). For example, on the attached sample report, the student’s speaking
proficiency rating of intermediate was determined from the spring 2004 OP administration. The student’s
reading proficiency rating of advanced was determined from the March 2003 RPTE administration. LEP
students who were rated advanced prior to 2004 but did not pass TAKS in English in 2004 retained the
prior-year advanced RPTE rating. “No Information Available” is printed in the reading row of the
Assessments column if it was not possible to determine a proficiency rating from the RPTE/TAKS answer
document or if it was not possible to match the student’s observation protocol rating document to an
RPTE/TAKS answer document.
E.

Explanation of Results
This section of the report explains the student’s test results to parents and is provided in English and
Spanish. At the end of the report, parents are reminded that they should have received separate, more
detailed test results if their child took RPTE, TAKS, or exit level TAAS. They are also encouraged to contact
their child’s school for more information about RPTE, TAKS, TAAS, or the Observation Protocols.

* Concerning all references to TAKS, please note that exit level TAAS reading results are used instead of TAKS
results for students required to pass TAAS to meet graduation requirements.
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F.

Other Test Information
This section provides information about messages that may appear in the Proficiency Ratings column if
the student did not receive a rating in one or more skill areas. There are a variety of circumstances and test
administration irregularities that result in a message of “No Rating Available.” Examples of these are
provided in the Report Comment section on page 5 of this document.

G. Document Number and Print Number
The boxed number found in the lower left corner is a number assigned to the student’s answer document
by the contractor. Please refer to this number if questions arise regarding the information on the
document. The boxed number in the bottom right corner of the report is a print series number used in
sequencing the reports as they are printed.
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Confidential Campus Roster — All Students
This report is generated for each grade tested at each campus and lists LEP
students for whom an observation protocol rating document was submitted. For
each student, the report provides the proficiency rating by language domain, the
assessments used, and a comprehension score derived from the student’s reading
and listening proficiency ratings. The report also indicates each student’s number
of years of enrollment in U.S. schools as reported on the observation protocol
rating document. The information in this report may be useful for instructional
planning.

A. Identification Information
Identification information shown at the top left corner of the report includes the district number and
name, the campus number and name, and the grade reported. At the top right corner, the report date is
shown.
B. Student Information
Students are identified by name and student identification number (as used for PEIMS).
C. Years in U.S. Schools (Grades 1–12 Only)
This column indicates how many years the student has been enrolled in schools in the United States as
reported on the Observation Protocol (OP) rating document. Page 11 of the OP District and Campus
Coordinator Instructions for spring 2004 provided directions for completing this information. The
directions can be accessed at the following Student Assessment Division website address:
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment/admin/obsprot/dc_manual.pdf.
D. Skill Areas
Test results are provided in five skill areas: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and comprehension.
E.

Reading Assessment (Grades 3–12 Only)
This column lists the assessment used to determine the reading proficiency ratings. For Grades 3–12
reading, the proficiency ratings were determined from RPTE (beginning, intermediate, and advanced
rating) and TAKS reading/ELA (advanced high rating only; English version only).

F.

Proficiency Ratings
The following English language proficiency ratings may be assigned in the skill areas of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing.
PROFICIENCY RATING
BEGINNING

This rating indicates the initial stages of learning English and
minimal ability to communicate in English.

INTERMEDIATE

This rating indicates the ability to use common, basic English in
routine classroom activities.

ADVANCED

This rating indicates the ability to use academic English in
classroom activities as long as the necessary English-language
assistance is provided.

ADVANCED HIGH

This rating indicates the ability to use academic English in
classroom activities with minimal English-language assistance.
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Detailed descriptions of the English-language abilities associated with these ratings are included on pages
14–19 of the OP Rater Administration Manual for spring 2004, which may be accessed from the TEA website
at http://www.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment/admin/obsprot/ra_manual.pdf. If a student did not receive a
proficiency rating, the following comments may appear in this section of the report.
REPORT COMMENT

EXPLANATION

ABSENT

The student was absent during the test.

EXEMPT – ARD

The student was exempted from the assessment by an admission,
review, and dismissal (ARD) committee.

---

No rating/information is available. This comment may appear
under a variety of circumstances.
Examples:
• The score code of the student’s OP rating document was coded
“EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES” (EC), or the proficiency
rating field was double-gridded or left blank.
• An OP rating document was submitted for a student who was
not enrolled at the time of the RPTE/TAKS test.
• The student’s RPTE/TAKS answer document was coded
“OTHER” for reasons such as a test administration irregularity.
• The student’s RPTE/TAKS results or score code cannot be
retrieved because the student identification information on the
OP rating document does not match the student identification
information on the RPTE/TAKS answer document.

G. Comprehension Score
No Child Left Behind legislation requires states to generate comprehension scores from their English
language proficiency assessments. The TELPAS comprehension score ranges from 1.0 to 4.0. The score is
determined from the listening and reading proficiency ratings, and each rating counts 50% toward the
score. To derive the score, the student’s listening and reading ratings are each converted to a number from
1 (beginning) to 4 (advanced high). The average of the two numbers is the comprehension score.
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A

SONIA
JULIE
MARIO
KIM
RACHEL

MARCO
KATRIA
JUAN
PAMELA
LUZ

JORGE

HUQ
KLOSER
LOPEZ
NG
OCHOA

PEDROTTI
PORTER
RAMIREZ
SCHROEDER
TORRES

ZUNIGA

TOTAL STUDENTS LISTED: 16

190099304
190099305
190099306
190099307
190099308

TAYLOR
MIGUEL
GINA
TONY
DAVID

BOOKER
CAMPOS
CHOU
DERNING
GOMEZ

1900994 1

190099101
190099102
190099103
190099104
190099105

190099309
190099310
190099301
190099302
190099303

Student-ID
(PEIMS)

0

1
1
5+
5+
5+

5+
3
5+
3
3

5+
5+
5+
3
5+

F

BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH

ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED HIGH

ADVANCED HIGH
EXEMPT-ARD
ADVANCED
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

2004
Observation
Protocol
Proficiency
Rating
(Benchmark
Year)

Listening

BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH

ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED HIGH
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED HIGH

ADVANCED HIGH
EXEMPT-ARD
INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

2004
Observation
Protocol
Proficiency
Rating
(Benchmark
Year)

Speaking

---

BEGINNING
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED

ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED

ADVANCED
EXEMPT-ARD
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED
ADVANCED

Proficiency
Rating

---

RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR

TAKS,APR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR

2004
2004
2000
2000
2001

2004
2003
2000
2004
2002

2003
2004
2004
2004
2000

Assessment
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR
RPTE,MAR

Reading

Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System
Confidential Campus Roster
D
All Students
C
E

Student

B

--- = NO RATING/INFORMATION AVAILABLE

Legend

District: 999-001 EXAMPLE ISD
Campus: 001 EXAMPLE H S

Grade 10

Years in U.S. Schools

BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED

ADVANCED HIGH
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

ADVANCED
EXEMPT-ARD
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED
ADVANCED

2004
Observation
Protocol
Proficiency
Rating
(Benchmark
Year)

Writing

---

1.5
2.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

4.0
3.5
3.5
2.5
3.5

3.5
--2.5
2.5
3.0

(Based on Listening
and Reading Ratings)

Score

Comprehension

Report Date: AUGUST 2004

Spring 2004
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TELPAS Summary Report
The TELPAS Summary Report aggregates the English language proficiency ratings in
reading of LEP students in Grades 3–12. The summary report has three sections —
• English reading proficiency ratings of LEP students in 2003
• English reading proficiency ratings of LEP students in 2004
• yearly progress from 2003 to 2004
The reading proficiency ratings are determined from performance on RPTE, TAKS
in English, and exit level TAAS. The K–12 observation protocol benchmark results
are not included.
TEA will use the Grades 3–12 reading proficiency ratings to report to the federal
government —
• the percent of LEP students who made at least one proficiency level of
progress from 2003 to 2004
• the percent of LEP students who attained an advanced high level of English
language proficiency in 2003 and 2004
A summary report is provided by grade for each campus and district. District
summary reports are also provided by grade cluster as follows: 3–5, 6–8, and
9–12.
A. Identification Information
Identification information shown at the top of the report includes the grade, the district number and
name, the campus number and name if it is a campus report, and the date of the report.
B. All Students
This report is generated for the “All Students” aggregation only. Separate summary reports for “All
Students Not in Special Education” and “Special Education Students” are not provided.
C. English Language Proficiency Ratings in Reading
In this section of the report, the left column displays the proficiency ratings of the LEP students enrolled in
the specified grade in 2003. The right column displays the proficiency ratings in reading of the LEP
students enrolled in the specified grade in 2004. For each school year, these columns indicate the percent
of students who received the four proficiency ratings (Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced, or Advanced
High) out of the total number of students rated.
D. Yearly Progress in English Language Proficiency in Reading
This section of the report displays the number and percent of students who progressed by one or more
proficiency levels from 2003 to 2004. Columns showing one, two, and three proficiency levels of
progress are included. The column on the far right combines the data from the previous columns to show
the number and percent of students who made progress of at least one proficiency level.
For example, in the sample report provided, of the 687 matched students who received a reading
proficiency rating in both years —
• 309 students (45 percent) progressed by one proficiency level
• 48 students (7 percent) progressed by two proficiency levels
• 3 students (0 percent) progressed by three proficiency levels
In all, 360 of the 687 students (52 percent) progressed by at least one proficiency level from 2003 to
2004.
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E.

Number of Matched Students
To be included in the yearly progress section, the student’s identification information (name, PEIMS ID,
and date of birth) in 2003 and 2004 had to match and the student had to have a reading proficiency rating
in both years. This sample report shows that 829 students had a reading proficiency rating in 2004. Of
these students, 687 were matched to students who had a reading proficiency rating in the 2003 state data
files. The students rated in 2004 who are not included in the yearly progress section could be, for
example, students not enrolled in a Texas school in 2003, students whose identification information did
not match from 2003 to 2004, or students reported as Absent, ARD-Exempt, or Other on the 2003 answer
document.

F.

Demographic Groups and Program Information
Demographic and program information categories are listed on the left side of this report. The “No
Information Provided” category is assigned when a demographic or program information field is left
blank on the student’s answer document.

G. Years in U.S. Schools
The “Years in U.S. Schools” information indicates the student’s number of school years of enrollment in
U.S. schools. In the 2003 ratings column, the years reflect how long the students were enrolled in U.S.
schools as reported on the RPTE answer document. In the yearly progress section, the years reflect how
long the students were enrolled in U.S. schools as of the 2003-04 school year, based on information
submitted on the observation protocol rating document. Students in U.S. schools longer than 3 years who
are rated as beginning or intermediate need carefully targeted individualized instruction to accelerate
their progress. When significant percentages of students in U.S. schools longer than 3 years are rated as
beginning or intermediate, there is a need to evaluate the instructional programs.
Additional Notes
Students are included in the summary reports as follows:
• The 2004 English language proficiency ratings in reading are simply an aggregation of the information
reported for the reading domain on the TELPAS Confidential Student Report and Confidential Campus
Roster. Information is provided for students for whom an observation protocol rating document was
submitted.
• The count of total documents submitted in 2003 comes from a state data file constructed to include
any LEP student for whom an RPTE, TAKS (English or Spanish), exit level TAAS, or SDAA answer
document was submitted.
• Students reported in the “Other Students Not Rated” row at the top of the report include students
reported as Absent or Other on the applicable answer document, as well as students whose reading
proficiency level could not be determined due to mismatching student identification information on
the answer documents submitted.
• In both 2003 and 2004, the proficiency ratings in reading are derived from RPTE (beginning,
intermediate, and advanced ratings), TAKS reading/English language arts (advanced high rating only;
English version only), or exit level TAAS reading (advanced high only). The 2003 advanced high ratings
for students who passed TAKS are based on the 2 SEM standard. In 2004 these ratings are based on the
1 SEM standard for Grades 3–10 and the 2 SEM standard for exit level.
• LEP students with a current or a prior-year score of advanced on RPTE are classified as advanced if they
did not pass TAKS in English. Those who passed TAKS in English are classified as advanced high.
Students with a current or prior-year score of advanced on RPTE who took TAKS in Spanish or SDAA
are classified as advanced.
• LEP students who passed TAKS in English in both 2003 and 2004 are reported as having made one
level of progress.
• The yearly progress section does not apply to LEP students in Grade 3 since these students were in
Grade 2 in 2003, and neither RPTE nor TAKS is administered in Grade 2.
• Students included in the yearly progress section did not have to be enrolled in the same school or
district in 2003 as they were in 2004.
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• The bold boxes in the “All Students” row of this sample report highlight the district-level progress and
attainment outcomes that must be reported to the local board of trustees for each grade cluster. TEA
will report the state aggregations of these outcomes in the federal biennial evaluation report for the
2002-03 and 2003-04 school years. See the September 22, 2004, letter from Chief Deputy
Commissioner Robert Scott for more information about the federal AMAO accountability measures
relative to English language proficiency. These measures will be implemented based on the spring
2005 TELPAS administrations of RPTE and the observation protocols.
• Demographic and program information for 2004 is based on the information submitted on the
student’s 2004 observation protocol rating document. Demographic and program information for
2003 is based on the answer document used to determine the student’s proficiency rating.
• In the district summary report for the Grades 6–8 cluster, sixth graders are included in the “No
Information Provided” category in the “Career/Technology Education” row since this demographic
category does not apply to Grade 6.
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District Electronic Data File
District electronic data files of the student records used to produce all TELPAS reports will be available
through the NCS Pearson website at www.12testing.tx.ncspearson.com. Superintendents of each district can
access this information using the ID and password provided to them. The TELPAS data file format will be
available on the TEA Student Assessment Division website. For the 2002-03 school year, student records are
provided for each student reported as LEP on a TAKS, RPTE, SDAA , or exit level TAAS answer document. For
the 2003-04 school year, student records are provided for each student in the district for whom an observation
protocol rating document was submitted.
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